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Abstract

Sense embedding learning methods learn dif-001
ferent embeddings for the different senses of002
an ambiguous word. One sense of an am-003
biguous word might be socially biased while004
its other senses remain unbiased. In compari-005
son to the numerous prior work evaluating the006
social biases in pretrained word embeddings,007
the biases in sense embeddings have been rel-008
atively under studied. In this paper, we cre-009
ate a benchmark dataset for evaluating the so-010
cial biases in sense embeddings and propose011
novel sense-specific bias evaluation measures.012
We conduct an extensive evaluation of multi-013
ple static and contextualised sense embeddings014
for various types of social biases using the015
proposed measures. Our experimental results016
show that even in cases where no biases are017
found at word-level, there still exist worrying018
levels of social biases at sense-level, which are019
often ignored by the word-level bias evaluation020
measures.021

1 Introduction022

Word embedding methods can be broadly classi-023

fied into static (Pennington et al., 2014; Mikolov024

et al., 2013) vs. contextualised (Devlin et al.,025

2019a; Peters et al., 2018) embeddings depend-026

ing on whether a word is represented by the same027

vector in all of its contexts. On the other hand,028

sense embedding learning methods use different029

vectors to represent the different senses of an am-030

biguous word (Reisinger and Mooney, 2010; Nee-031

lakantan et al., 2014; Loureiro and Jorge, 2019). Al-032

though numerous prior work has studied social bi-033

ases in static and contextualised word embeddings,034

social biases in sense embeddings remain under035

explored (Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019, 2021a,a;036

Ravfogel et al., 2020; Dev et al., 2019; Schick et al.,037

2021; Wang et al., 2020).038

Even if a word embedding is unbiased, some039

of its senses could still be associated with unfair040

social biases. For example, consider the ambigu- 041

ous word black, which has two adjectival senses 042

according to the WordNet (Miller, 1998): (1) black 043

as a colour (being of the achromatic colour of max- 044

imum darkness, sense-key=black%3:00:01) and 045

(2) black as a race (of or belonging to a racial 046

group especially of sub-Saharan African origin, 047

sense-key=black%3:00:02). However, only the 048

second sense of black is often associated with racial 049

biases. Owing to (a) the lack of evaluation bench- 050

marks for sense embeddings, and (b) it is not being 051

clear how to extend the bias evaluation methods 052

proposed for static and contextualised embeddings 053

to evaluate sense embeddings, existing social bias 054

evaluation datasets and metrics do not consider 055

multiple senses of words, thus not suitable for eval- 056

uating biases in sense embeddings. 057

To address this gap, we evaluate social bi- 058

ases in state-of-the-art (SoTA) static sense em- 059

beddings such as LMMS (Loureiro and Jorge, 060

2019) and ARES (Scarlini et al., 2020), as well 061

as contextualised sense embeddings such as Sense- 062

BERT (Levine et al., 2020). To the best of our 063

knowledge, we are the first to conduct a systematic 064

evaluation of social biases in sense embeddings. 065

Specifically, we make two main contributions in 066

this paper: 067

• First, to evaluate social biases in static sense 068

embeddings, we extend previously proposed 069

benchmarks for evaluating social biases in 070

static (sense-insensitive) word embeddings by 071

manually assigning sense ids to the words con- 072

sidering their social bias types expressed in 073

those datasets (§ 3). 074

• Second, to evaluate social biases in sense- 075

sensitive contextualised embeddings, we 076

create Sense-Sensitive Social Bias (SSSB) 077

dataset, a novel template-based dataset con- 078

taining sentences annotated for multiple 079

senses of an ambiguous word considering its 080
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stereotypical social biases (§ 5).081

Our experiments show that, similar to word em-082

beddings, sense embeddings also encode worrying083

levels of social biases. Using SSSB, we show that084

the proposed bias evaluation measures for sense085

embeddings capture different types of social biases086

encoded in existing SoTA sense embeddings. More087

importantly, we see that even when social biases088

cannot be observed at word-level, such biases are089

still prominent at sense-level, raising concerns on090

existing evaluations that consider only word-level091

social biases.092

2 Related Work093

Our focus in this paper is the evaluation of social094

biases in English and not debiasing methods. We095

defer the analysis for languages other than English096

and developing debiasing methods for sense em-097

beddings to future work. Hence, we limit the dis-098

cussion here only to bias evaluation methods.099

Biases in Static Embeddings: The Word Em-100

bedding Association Test (WEAT; Caliskan et al.,101

2017) evaluates the association between two sets102

of target concepts (e.g. male vs. female) and103

two sets of attributes (e.g. Pleasant (love, cheer,104

etc.) vs. Unpleasant (ugly, evil, etc.)). Here, the105

association is measured using the cosine similar-106

ity between word embeddings. Ethayarajh et al.107

(2019) showed that WEAT systematically overes-108

timates the social biases and proposed relational109

inner-product association (RIPA), a subspace pro-110

jection method, to overcome this problem. Word111

Association Test (WAT; Du et al., 2019) calcu-112

lates a gender information vector for each word113

in an association graph (Deyne et al., 2019) by114

propagating information related to masculine and115

feminine words. Additionally, word analogies are116

used to evaluate gender bias in static embeddings117

(Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Manzini et al., 2019; Zhao118

et al., 2018). Loureiro and Jorge (2019) showed119

specific examples of gender bias in static sense120

embeddings. However, these datasets do not con-121

sider word senses, hence unfit for evaluating social122

biases in sense embeddings.123

Biases in Contextualised Embeddings: May124

et al. (2019) extended WEAT to sentence encoders125

by creating artificial sentences using templates and126

used cosine similarity between the sentence em-127

beddings as the association metric. Kurita et al.128

(2019) proposed the log-odds of the target and129

prior probabilities of the sentences computed by 130

masking respectively only the target vs. both tar- 131

get and attribute words. Nadeem et al. (StereoSet; 132

2020) created a human annotated contexts of so- 133

cial bias types, while Nangia et al. (2020) pro- 134

posed Crowdsourced Stereotype Pairs benchmark 135

(CrowS-Pairs). These benchmarks use sentence 136

pairs of the form “She is a nurse/doctor”. Stere- 137

oSet calculates log-odds by masking the modified 138

tokens (nurse, doctor) in a sentence pair, whereas 139

CrowS-Pairs calculates log-odds by masking their 140

unmodified tokens (She, is, a). Kaneko and Bolle- 141

gala (2021b) proposed All Unmasked Likelihood 142

(AUL) and AUL with Attention weights (AULA), 143

which calculate log-likelihood by predicting all 144

tokens in a test case, given the contextualised em- 145

bedding of the unmasked input. 146

3 Evaluation Metrics for Social Biases in 147

Static Sense Embeddings 148

We extend the WEAT and WAT datasets that have 149

been frequently used in prior work for evaluating 150

social biases in static word embeddings such that 151

they can be used to evaluate sense embeddings. 152

These datasets compare the association between 153

a target word w and some (e.g. pleasant or un- 154

pleasant) attribute a, using the cosine similarity, 155

cos(w,a), computed using the static word embed- 156

dings w and a of respectively w and a. Given two 157

same-size sets of target words X and Y , with two 158

sets of attribute words A and B. The bias score, 159

s(X ,Y,A,B), for each target is calculated as fol- 160

lows: 161

s(X ,Y,A,B) =
∑
x∈X

w(x,A,B)−
∑
y∈Y

w(y,A,B) (1) 162

w(t,A,B) = mean
a∈A

cos(t,a)−mean
b∈B

cos(t, b) (2) 163

Here, cos(a, b) is the cosine similarity between the 164

embeddings a and b. The one-sided p-value for the 165

permutation test for X and Y is calculated as the 166

probability of s(Xi,Yi,A,B) > s(X ,Y,A,B). 167

The effect size is calculated as the normalised mea- 168

sure given by (3). 169

mean
x∈X

w(x,A,B)−mean
y∈Y

w(y,A,B)

sd
t∈X∪Y

w(t,A,B) (3) 170

171

We repurpose these datasets for evaluating sense 172

embeddings as follows. For each word in WEAT, 173

we manually assign a sense id considering the bias 174

type in which it is used for evaluation. For ex- 175

ample, the word “violet” in the Flowers group is 176
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assigned the sense id “violet%1:20:00::”, which177

has the meaning – any of numerous low-growing vi-178

olas with small flowers, according to the WordNet.179

We then measure the cosine similarity between two180

words using their corresponding sense embeddings.181

WAT considers only gender bias and calculates182

the gender information vector for each word in a183

word association graph created with Small World184

of Words project (SWOWEN; Deyne et al., 2019)185

by propagating information related to masculine186

and feminine words (wi
m, w

i
f ) ∈ L using a random187

walk approach (Zhou et al., 2003). It is non-trivial188

to pre-specify the sense of a word in a large word189

association graph considering the paths followed by190

a random walk. The gender information is encoded191

as a vector (bm, bf ) in 2 dimensions, where bm and192

bf denote the masculine and feminine orientations193

of a word, respectively. The bias score of a word194

is defined as log(bm/bf ). The gender bias of word195

embeddings are evaluated using the Pearson cor-196

relation coefficient between the bias score of each197

word and the score given by (4), computed as the198

average over the differences of cosine similarities199

between masculine and feminine words.200201

1

|L|

|L|∑
i=1

(
cos(w,wi

m)− cos(w,wi
f )
)

(4)202

To evaluate gender bias in sense embeddings,203

we compare each sense si of the target word w204

against each sense aj of a word selected from205

the association graph using their corresponding206

sense embeddings, si,aj , and use the maximum207

similarity over all pairwise combinations (i.e.208

maxi,j cos(si,aj)) as the word association mea-209

sure. Measuring similarity between two words as210

the maximum similarity over all candidate senses211

of each word is based on the assumption that212

two words in a word-pair would mutually disam-213

biguate each other in an association-based evalua-214

tion (Pilehvar and Camacho-Collados, 2019), and215

has been used as a heuristic for disambiguating216

word senses (Reisinger and Mooney, 2010).217

4 Sense-Sensitive Social Bias Dataset218

Contextualised embeddings such as the ones gener-219

ated by masked language models (MLMs) return220

different vectors for the same word in different con-221

texts. However, the datasets discussed in § 3 do222

not provide contextual information for words and223

cannot be used to evaluate contextualised embed-224

dings. Moreover, the context in which an ambigu-225

Category noun vs. ethnicity vs. nationality vs.
verb colour language

#pleasant words 14 5 18
#unpleasant words 18 5 15
#target words 6 1 16
#templates 1 4 4
#test cases 324 733 2304

Table 1: Statistics of the the SSSB dataset.

ous word occurs determines its word sense. Contex- 226

tualised sense embedding methods such as Sense- 227

BERT (fine-tuned using WordNet super senses), 228

have shown to capture word sense information in 229

their contextualised embeddings (Zhou and Bolle- 230

gala, 2021). 231

CrowS-Pairs and StereoSet datasets were pro- 232

posed for evaluating contextualised word embed- 233

dings. Specifically, an MLM is considered to be 234

unfairly biased if it assigns higher pseudo log- 235

likelihood scores for stereotypical sentences, Sst, 236

than anti-stereotypical ones, Sat. However, both of 237

those datasets do not consider multiple senses of 238

words and cannot be used to evaluate social biases 239

in contextualised sense embeddings. 240

To address this problem, we create the Sense- 241

Sensitive Social Bias (SSSB) dataset, containing 242

template-generated sentences covering multiple 243

senses of ambiguous words for three types of social 244

biases: gender, race and nationality. To the best 245

of our knowledge, SSSB is the first-ever dataset 246

created for the purpose of evaluating social biases 247

in sense embeddings.1 Table 1 shows the summary 248

statistics of the SSSB dataset. Next, we describe 249

the social biases covered in this dataset. 250

4.1 Nationality vs. Language Bias 251

These examples cover social biases related to a na- 252

tionality (racial) or a language (non-racial). Each 253

test case covers two distinct senses and the fol- 254

lowing example shows how they represent biases. 255

Japanese people are nice is an anti-stereotype for 256

Japanese as a nationality because it is associated 257

with a pleasant attribute (i.e. nice) in this example 258

sentence. On the other hand, Japanese people are 259

stupid is a stereotype for Japanese as a nationality 260

because it is associated with an unpleasant attribute 261

(i.e. stupid). These can be considered as examples 262

of racial biases. 263

Likewise, for the language sense of Japanese we 264

create examples as follows. Japanese language is 265

1The dataset and evaluation scripts will be publicly re-
leased upon paper acceptance.
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difficult to understand is a stereotype for Japanese266

as a language because it is associated with an un-267

pleasant attribute (i.e. difficult). On the other hand,268

Japanese language is easy to understand is an anti-269

stereotype for Japanese as a language because it is270

associated with a pleasant attribute (i.e. easy).271

In SSSB, we indicate the sense-type, WordNet272

sense-id and the type of social bias in each example273

as follows:274

Japanese people are beautiful.
[nationality, japanese%1:18:00::, anti]

275

Here, sense-type is nationality, sense-id is276

japanese%1:18:00:: and the bias is anti (we use277

the labels anti and stereo to denote respectively278

anti-stereotypical and stereotypical biases).279

We use the likelihood scores returned by an280

MLM to nationality vs. language sentence pairs as281

described further in § 5 to evaluate social biases in282

MLMs. Essentially, if the likelihood score returned283

by an MLM for the example that uses an unpleasant284

attribute is higher than the one that uses a pleasant285

attribute for a member in the disadvantaged group,286

then we consider the MLM to be socially biased.287

Note that one could drop the modifiers such as peo-288

ple and language and simplify these examples such289

as Japanese are stupid and Japanese is difficult to290

generate additional test cases. However, the sense-291

sensitive embedding methods might find it difficult292

to automatically disambiguate the correct senses293

without the modifiers such as language or people.294

Therefore, we always include these modifiers when295

creating examples for nationality vs. language bias296

in the SSSB dataset.297

4.2 Ethnicity vs. Colour Bias298

The word black can be used to represent the eth-299

nicity (black people) or the colour. We create ex-300

amples that distinguish these two senses of black301

as in the following example. Black people are302

friendly represents an anti-stereotype towards black303

because it is associated with a pleasant attribute304

(i.e. friendly) of a disadvantaged group whereas,305

Black people are arrogant represents a stereotype306

because it is associated with an unpleasant attribute307

(i.e. arrogant).308

On the other hand, for the colour black, The309

black dress is elegant represents an anti-stereotype310

because it is associated with a pleasant attribute311

(i.e. elegant), whereas The black dress is ugly rep-312

resents a stereotype because it is associated with an313

unpleasant attribute (i.e. ugly). As described in § 5, 314

if the likelihood score returned by an MLM for the 315

example that uses an unpleasant attribute is higher 316

than a one that uses a pleasant attribute, then we 317

consider the MLM to be socially biased. 318

4.3 Gender Bias in Noun vs. Verb Senses 319

To create sense-related bias examples for gender2, 320

we create examples based on occupations. In partic- 321

ular, we consider six occupations engineer, nurse, 322

judge, mentor, (tour) guide, and carpenter, which 323

can be used in a noun sense (e.g. engineer is a 324

person who uses scientific knowledge to solve prac- 325

tical problems, nurse is a person who looks after 326

patients, etc.) as well as in a verb sense expressing 327

the action performed by a person holding the occu- 328

pation (e.g. design something as an engineer, nurse 329

a baby, etc.). Note that the ambiguity here is in the 330

occupation (noun) vs. action (verb) senses and not 331

in the gender, whereas the bias is associated with 332

the gender of the person holding the occupation. 333

To illustrate this point further, consider the fol- 334

lowing examples. She is a talented engineer is 335

considered as an anti-stereotypical example for the 336

noun sense of engineer because females (here the 337

disadvantaged group) are not usually associated 338

with pleasant attributes (i.e. talented) with respect 339

to this occupation (i.e. engineer). He is a tal- 340

ented engineer is considered as a stereotypical ex- 341

ample for the noun sense of engineer because males 342

(i.e. advantaged group) are usually associated with 343

pleasant attributes with regard to this occupation. 344

As described in § 5, if an MLM assigns a higher 345

likelihood to the stereotypical example (second sen- 346

tence) than the anti-stereotypical example (first sen- 347

tence), then that MLM is considered to be gender 348

biased. 349

On the other hand, She is a clumsy engineer is 350

considered to be a stereotypical example for the 351

noun sense of engineer because females (i.e. dis- 352

advantaged group) are historically associated with 353

such unpleasant attributes (i.e. clumsy) with re- 354

spect to such male-dominated occupations. Like- 355

wise, He is a clumsy engineer is considered as an 356

anti-stereotypical example for the noun sense of 357

engineer because males (i.e. advantaged group) 358

are not usually associated with such unpleasant 359

attributes (i.e. clumsy). Here again, if an MLM 360

assigns a higher likelihood to the stereotypical ex- 361

ample (first sentence) than the anti-stereotypical 362

2We consider only male and female genders in this work
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example (second sentence), then it is considered to363

be gender biased. Note that the evaluation direc-364

tion with respect to male vs. female pronouns used365

in these examples is opposite to that in the previ-366

ous paragraph because we are using an unpleasant367

attribute in the second set of examples.368

Verb senses are also used in the sentences that369

contain gender pronouns in SSSB. For example,370

for the verb sense of engineer, we create examples371

as follows: She used novel material to engineer the372

bridge. Here, the word engineer is used in the verb373

sense in a sentence where the subject is a female.374

The male version of this example is as follows: He375

used novel material to engineer the bridge. In this376

example, a perfectly unbiased MLM should not377

systematically prefer one sentence over the other378

between the two sentences both expressing the verb379

sense of the word engineer.380

5 Evaluation Metrics for Social Biases in381

Contextualised Sense Embeddings382

For a contextualised (word/sense) embedding un-383

der evaluation, we compare its pseudo-likelihood384

scores for stereotypical and anti-stereotypical sen-385

tences for each sense of a word in SSSB, using386

AUL (Kaneko and Bollegala, 2021b).3 AUL is387

known to be robust against the frequency biases of388

words and provides more reliable estimates com-389

pared to the other metrics for evaluating social390

biases in MLMs. Following the standard evalu-391

ation protocol, we provide AUL the complete sen-392

tence S = w1, . . . , w|S|, which contains a length393

|S| sequence of tokens wi, to an MLM with pre-394

trained parameters θ. We first compute PLL(S),395

the Pseudo Log-Likelihood (PLL) for predicting396

all tokens in S excluding begin and end of sentence397

tokens, given by (5).398399

PLL(S) :=
1

|S|

|S|∑
i=1

logP (wi|S; θ) (5)400

Here, P (wi|S; θ) is the probability assigned by401

the MLM to token wi conditioned on S. The frac-402

tion of sentence-pairs in SSSB, where higher PLL403

scores are assigned to the stereotypical sentence404

than the anti-stereotypical one is considered as the405

AUL bias score of the MLM associated with the406

contextualised embedding, and is given by (6).407

3The attention-weighted variant (AULA) is not used be-
cause contextualised sense embeddings have different struc-
tures of attention from contextualised embeddings, and it is
not obvious which attention to use in the evaluations.

408

AUL =

100

N

∑
(Sst,Sat)

I(PLL(Sst) > PLL(Sat))

− 50

(6)

409

Here, N is the total number of sentence-pairs in 410

SSSB and I is the indicator function, which re- 411

turns 1 if its argument is True and 0 otherwise. 412

AUL score given by (6) falls within the range 413

[−50, 50] and an unbiased embedding would return 414

bias scores close to 0, whereas bias scores less than 415

or greater than 0 indicate bias directions towards 416

respectively the anti-stereotypical or stereotypical 417

examples. 418

6 Experiments 419

6.1 Bias in Static Embeddings 420

To evaluate biases in static sense embeddings, 421

we select two current state-of-the-art embed- 422

dings: LMMS4 (Loureiro and Jorge, 2019) and 423

ARES5 (Scarlini et al., 2020). In addition to WEAT 424

and WAT datasets described in § 3, we also use 425

SSSB to evaluate static sense embeddings using 426

the manually assigned sense ids for the target and 427

attribute words, ignoring their co-occurring con- 428

texts. LMMS and ARES sense embeddings asso- 429

ciate each sense of a lexeme with a sense key and 430

a vector, which we use to compute cosine similari- 431

ties as described in § 3. To compare the biases in 432

a static sense embedding against a corresponding 433

sense-insensitive static word embedding version, 434

we compute a static word embedding w, for an am- 435

biguous word w by taking the average (avg) over 436

the sense embeddings si for all of w’s word senses 437

as given in (7), where M(w) is the total number of 438

senses of w. 439
440

w =

∑M(w)
i si

M(w)
. (7) 441

This would simulate the situation where the resul- 442

tant embeddings are word-specific but not sense- 443

specific, while still being comparable to the original 444

sense embeddings in the same vector space. 445

From Table 2 we see that in WEAT6 in all cat- 446

egories considered, sense embeddings always re- 447

port a higher bias compared to their corresponding 448

4https://github.com/danlou/LMMS
5http://sensembert.org
6Three bias types (European vs. African American, Male

vs. Female, and Old vs. Young) had to be excluded because
these biases are represented using personal names that are not
covered by LMMS and ARES sense embeddings.
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LMMS ARES

Dataset word/sense word/sense

WEAT
Flowers vs Insects 1.63/2.00 1.58/2.00
Instruments vs Weapons 1.42/2.00 1.37/1.99
Math vs Art 1.52/1.83 0.98/1.45
Science vs Art 1.38/1.66 0.92/1.44
Physical vs. Mental condition 0.42/0.64 -0.12/-0.77

WAT 0.53/0.41 0.46/0.31

SSSB
black (ethnicity) 5.36/4.64 5.40/5.67
black (colour) 5.36/1.64 5.40/4.83

nationality 7.78/7.01 6.94/5.75
language 7.78/8.23 6.94/7.38

noun 0.34/0.39 0.09/0.16
verb 0.34/0.26 0.09/0.06

Table 2: Bias in LMMS and ARES Static Sense Embed-
dings. In each row, between sense-insensitive word em-
beddings and sense embeddings, the larger deviation
from 0 is shown in bold.

sense-insensitive word embeddings. This shows449

that even if there are no biases at the word-level, we450

can still observe social biases at the sense-level in451

WEAT. However, in the WAT dataset, which covers452

only gender-related biases, we see word embed-453

dings to have higher biases than sense embeddings.454

This indicates that in WAT gender bias is more455

likely to be observed in static word embeddings456

than in static sense embeddings.457

In SSSB, the word embeddings always report458

the same bias scores for the different senses of the459

ambiguous word because static word embeddings460

are neither sense nor context sensitive. As afore-461

mentioned, the word “black" is a bias-neutral word462

with respect to the colour sense, while it often has463

a social bias in the racial sense. Consequently, for464

black we see a higher bias score for its ethnic sense465

than for its colour sense in both LMMS and ARES466

sense embeddings.467

In the bias scores reported for nationality vs.468

language senses, we find that nationality obtains469

higher biases at word-level whereas that for lan-470

guage is higher at the sense-level in both LMMS471

and ARES. Unlike black, where the two senses472

(colour vs. ethnic) are distinct, the two senses na-473

tionality and language are much closer because474

in many cases (e.g. Japanese, Chinese, Spanish,475

French etc.) languages and nationalities are used476

interchangeably to refer to the same set of enti-477

ties. Interestingly, the language sense is assigned478

a slightly higher bias score than the nationality479

Figure 1: Effect of the dimensionality of sense em-
beddings (LMMS) and word embeddings (LMMS-
average).

sense in both LMMS and ARES sense embeddings. 480

Moreover, we see that the difference between the 481

bias scores for the two senses in colour vs. ethnic- 482

ity (for black) as well as nationality vs. language 483

is more in LMMS compared to that in ARES sense 484

embeddings. 485

Between noun vs. verb senses of occupations, 486

we see a higher gender bias for the noun sense than 487

the verb sense in both LMMS and ARES sense em- 488

beddings. This agrees with the intuition that gender 489

biases exist with respect to occupations and not so 490

much regarding what actions/tasks are carried out 491

by the persons holding those occupations. Com- 492

pared to the word embeddings, there is a higher 493

bias for the sense embeddings in the noun sense for 494

both LMMS and ARES. This trend is reversed for 495

the verb sense where we see higher bias scores for 496

the word embeddings than the corresponding sense 497

embeddings in both LMMS and ARES. Consider- 498

ing that gender is associated with the noun than 499

verb sense of occupations in English, this shows 500

that there are hidden gender biases that are not vis- 501

ible at the word-level but become more apparent 502

at the sense-level. This is an important factor to 503

consider when evaluating gender biases in word 504

embeddings, which has been largely ignored thus 505

far in prior work. 506

To study the relationship between the dimension- 507

ality of the embedding space and the social biases it 508

encodes, we compare 1024, 2048 and 2348 dimen- 509

sional LMMS static sense embeddings and their 510

corresponding word embeddings (computed using 511

(7)) on the WEAT dataset in Figure 1. We see 512

that all types of social biases increase with the di- 513
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base large

Dataset BERT/SenseBERT BERT/SenseBERT

CrowS-Pairs -1.66/0.99 -3.58/2.45
StereoSet -1.09/8.31 -1.47/6.51

SSSB
ethnicity 10.19/14.81 -17.59/0.00
colour -6.64/-2.96 -8.88/9.84

nationality 5.79/15.34 4.28/8.10
language -0.17/-2.95 6.25/-3.82
noun 10.42/14.06 3.13/3.13
verb 12.89/-3.74 0.22/-15.44

Table 3: Bias in BERT and SenseBERT contextualised
word/sense embeddings. In each row, between the AUL
bias scores for the word vs. sense embeddings, the
larger deviation from 0 is shown in bold.

mensionality for both word and sense embeddings.514

This is in agreement with Silva et al. (2021) who515

also reported that increasing model capacity in con-516

textualised word embeddings does not necessarily517

remove their unfair social biases. Moreover, in518

higher dimensionalities sense embeddings show a519

higher degree of social biases than the correspond-520

ing (sense-insensitive) word embeddings.521

6.2 Bias in Contextualised Embeddings522

To evaluate biases in contextualised sense embed-523

dings, we use SenseBERT7 (Levine et al., 2020),524

which is a fine-tuned version of BERT8 (Devlin525

et al., 2019b) to predict supersenses in the Word-526

Net. For both BERT and SenseBERT, we use base527

and large pretrained models of dimensionalities528

respectively 768 and 1024. Using AUL, we com-529

pare biases in BERT and SenseBERT using SSSB,530

CrowS-Pairs and StereoSet9 datasets. Note that531

unlike SSSB, CrowS-Pairs and StereoSet do not532

annotate for word senses, hence cannot be used to533

evaluate sense-specific biases.534

Table 3 compares biases in contextualised535

word/sense embeddings. For both base and large536

versions, we see that in CrowS-Pairs, BERT to be537

more biased than SenseBERT, whereas the oppo-538

site is true in StereoSet. Among the nine bias types539

included in CrowS-Pairs, gender bias related test540

instances are the second most frequent following541

racial bias. On the other hand, gender bias re-542

7https://github.com/AI21Labs/
sense-bert

8https://github.com/huggingface/
transformers

9We use only the intrasentence association tests from Stere-
oSet.

lated examples are relatively less frequent in Stere- 543

oSet (cf. gender is the third most frequent bias 544

type in StereoSet after racial and occupational 545

biases). This difference in the composition of 546

bias types explains why the bias score of BERT 547

is higher in CrowS-Pairs, while the same is higher 548

for SenseBERT in StereoSet. In SSSB, in 8 out 549

of the 12 cases SenseBERT demonstrates equal 550

or higher absolute bias scores than BERT. This 551

result shows that even in situations where no bi- 552

ases are observed at the word-level, there can still 553

be significant degrees of biases at the sense-level. 554

In some cases (e.g. verb sense in base models 555

and colour, language and verb senses for the large 556

models), we see that the direction of bias is op- 557

posite between BERT and SenseBERT. Moreover, 558

comparing against the corresponding bias scores 559

reported by the static word/sense embeddings in 560

Table 2, we see higher bias scores reported by the 561

contextualised word/sense embeddings in Table 3. 562

Therefore, we recommend future work studying 563

social biases to consider not only word embedding 564

models but also sense embedding models. 565

7 Gender Biases in SSSB 566

In this section, we further study the gender-related 567

biases in static and contextualised word and sense 568

embeddings using the noun vs. verb sense instances 569

(described in § 4.3) in the SSSB dataset. To eval- 570

uate the gender bias in contextualised word/sense 571

embeddings we use AUL on test sentences in SSSB 572

noun vs. verb category. To evaluate the gender bias 573

in static embeddings, we follow Bolukbasi et al. 574

(2016) and use the cosine similarity between (a) 575

the static word/sense embedding of the occupation 576

corresponding to its noun or verb sense and (b) the 577

gender directional vector g, given by (8). 578579

g =
1

|C|
∑

(m,f)∈C

(m− f) (8) 580

Here, (m, f) are male-female word pairs used by 581

Kaneko and Bollegala (2019) such as (he, she) and 582

m and f respectively denote their word embed- 583

dings. Corresponding sense-insensitive word em- 584

beddings are computed for the 2048 dimensional 585

LMMS embeddings using (7). 586

Figure 2 shows the gender biases in LMMS em- 587

beddings. Because static word embeddings are not 588

sense-sensitive, they report the same bias scores 589

for both noun and verb senses for each occupation. 590

For all noun senses, we see positive (male) biases, 591
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BERT SenseBERT
stereo/anti-stereo sentences stereo anti diff stereo anti diff

he/she is a strong nurse -0.45 -0.67 0.22 -15.71 -16.64 0.93
he/she is a professional nurse -0.73 -0.85 0.11 -16.53 16.81 0.27
As a mother/father of five, she/he carefully nurse all of her/his children -0.16 -0.15 -0.01 -18.07 -18.24 0.18
she/he made milk herself/himself to nurse the crying baby -0.77 -0.14 -0.63 -15.85 -17.80 1.96

Table 4: Pseudo log-likelihood scores computed using Eq. (5) for stereo and anti-stereo sentences (shown together
due to space limitations) using BERT-base and SenseBERT-base models. Here, diff = stereo - anti.

Figure 2: Gender biases found in the 2048-dimensional
LMMS static sense embeddings and corresponding
word embeddings computed using (7). Positive and
negative cosine similarity scores with the gender direc-
tional vector (computed using (8)) represent biases to-
wards respectively the male and female genders.

except for nurse, which is strongly female-biased.592

Moreover, compared to the noun senses, the verb593

senses of LMMS are relatively less gender biased.594

This agrees with the intuition that occupations and595

not actions associated with those occupations are596

related to gender, hence can encode social biases.597

Overall, we see stronger biases in sense embed-598

dings than in the word embeddings.599

Figure 3 shows the gender biases in BERT/Sense-600

BERT embeddings. Here again, we see that601

for all noun senses there are high stereotypical602

bises in both BERT and SenseBERT embeddings,603

except for nurse where BERT is slightly anti-604

stereotypically biased whereas SenseBERT shows605

a similar in magnitude but a stereotypical bias. Re-606

call that nurse is stereotypically associated with607

the female gender, whereas other occupations are608

predominantly associated with males, which is re-609

flected in the AUL scores here. Despite not fine-610

tuned on word senses, BERT shows different bias611

scores for noun/verb senses, showing its ability to612

capture sense-related information via contexts. The613

verb sense embeddings of SenseBERT of guide,614

mentor and judge are anti-stereotypical, while the615

corresponding BERT embeddings are stereotypical.616

Figure 3: Gender biases found in 768-dimensional
BERT-base and SenseBERT-base contextualised em-
beddings. Positive and negative AUL scores represent
bias towards respectively the stereotypical and anti-
stereotypical sentences.

This shows that contextualised word and sense em- 617

beddings can differ in both magnitude as well as 618

direction of the bias. Considering that SenseBERT 619

is a fine-tuned version of BERT for a specific down- 620

stream NLP task (i.e. super-sense tagging), one 621

must not blindly assume that an unbiased MLM 622

to remain as such when fine-tuned on downstream 623

tasks. How social biases in word/sense embeddings 624

change when used in downstream tasks is an im- 625

portant research problem in its own right, which is 626

beyond the scope of this paper. 627

A qualitative analysis is given in Table 4 where 628

the top-two and bottom-two sentences selected 629

from SSSB express respectively noun and verb 630

senses of nurse. We see that SenseBERT has a 631

higher preference (indicated by the high pseudo 632

log-likelihood scores) for stereotypical examples 633

than BERT over anti-stereotypical ones (indicated 634

by the higher diff values). 635

8 Conclusion 636

We proposed novel datasets and metrics for evalu- 637

ating social biases in sense embeddings. Our ex- 638

periments show, for the first time that sense em- 639

beddings are also socially biased similar to word 640

embeddings. In future work, we plan to develop 641

debiasing methods for sense embeddings. 642
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9 Ethical Considerations643

In this paper we considered the relatively under644

explored aspect of social biases in pretrained sense645

embeddings. We created a new dataset for this pur-646

pose, which we name the Sense-Sensitive Social647

Bias (SSSB) dataset. The dataset we create is of648

a sensitive nature. We have included various sen-649

tences that express stereotypical biases associated650

with different senses of words in this dataset. We651

specifically considered three types of social biases652

in SSSB: (a) racial biases associated with a nation-653

ality as opposed to a language (e.g. Chinese people654

are cunning, Chinese language is difficult, etc.),655

(b) ethnic biases associated with the word black as656

opposed to its sense as a colour (e.g. Black people657

are arrogant, Black dress is beautiful, etc.) and (c)658

gender-related biases associated with occupations659

used as nouns as opposed to verbs (e.g. She was a660

careless nurse, He was not able to nurse the crying661

baby, etc.). As seen from the above-mentioned ex-662

amples, by design, SSSB contains many offensive,663

stereotypical examples. It is intended to facilitate664

evaluation of social biases in sense embeddings665

and will be publicly released for this purpose only.666

We argue that SSSB should not be used to train667

sense embeddings. The motivation behind creating668

SSSB is to measure social biases so that we can669

make more progress towards debiasing them in the670

future. However, training on this data would defeat671

this purpose.672

It is impossible to cover all types of social bi-673

ases related to word senses in any single dataset.674

Given that our dataset is generated from a hand-675

ful of manually written templates, it is far from676

complete. Moreover, the templates reflect the cul-677

tural and social norms of the annotators from a678

US-centric viewpoint. Therefore, SSSB should not679

be considered as an ultimate test for biases in sense680

embeddings. Simply because a sense embedding681

does not show any social biases on SSSB according682

to the evaluation metrics we use in this paper does683

not mean that it would be appropriate to deploy it684

in downstream NLP applications that require sense685

embeddings. In particular, task-specific fine-tuning686

of even bias-free embeddings can result in novel687

unfair biases from creeping in. Last but not least688

we state that the study conducted in this paper has689

been limited to the English language and represent690

social norms held by the annotators.691
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